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Abstract

The African-American woman question has spilled a lot of ink throughout the last few

decades. Many writers have lengthily debated the issue in their literary works with the aim

of emancipating this oppressed minority. Alice Walker, as one of the most prolific female

writers in the African American literature outstandingly questions the status of black

American women in her novel The Color Purple. During their quest for self definition,

they clash with strict social and cultural paradigms that tend to put them in a marginal

position. The novel is a realistic portrayal of the lives of black women as being doubly

victimized. The protagonists are women who undergo a radical change from objects to

suppressive environment to emotionally and physically independent subjects. Hence, this

work aims to examine the damaging effects of sexism and racism on the female spirit.

Relying on the psychoanalytical theory, it depicts the process of emancipation of black

women and pictures their ability to find their voices and regain their identity despite of the

controversies about black culture and the redeeming stereotypes. Writers as Alice walker

suggest a path for all women to follow in order to fulfill their self- realization, mainly

through sister hood and artistic creativity which constitutes the key sources of success and

achieving spiritual and economic freedom.
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Résumé

La femme Afro-Américaines question a fait couler beaucoup d’encre au cour des

dernières décennies. Des nombreux ecrivains  ont longuement débattu la question dans leur

travaille littéraire avec le but de libérer cette minorité opprime. Alice Walker, comme l’une

des femmes les plus prolifiques dans la littérature Afro-Américaine questionne

exceptionnellement le statut de la femme noire Américaines dans son roman The Color

Purple. Au cour de leur quête pour la définition de soi, ils se heurtant ou paradigmes

sociaux et culturelles strict qui ont tendance à lés mettre dans une position marginale. Le

roman est un portrait réaliste de la vie des femmes noires comme étant doublement

victimé. Les protagonistes sont des femmes qui subissent un changement radical des objets

de suppressive environnement à des sujets indépendants émotionnellement et

physiquement. Par conséquent, ce travaille vise à examiner les effets negatifs du sexisme et

racisme sur l’spirit féminine. Se fondant sur la théorie psychanalytique, il dépeint le

processus de émancipation des noires et l’image de leur capacité à trouver leur voix et de

retrouver leur identité malgré des controversiez sur la culture noire et les stéréotypes

rachat. Ecrivains comme Alice Walker suggèrent un chemin pour toutes les femmes à

suivre pour fullfil leur autoréalisation, principalement a travers la fraternité et la créativité

artistique qui constituent les sources principales de succès et atteindre la liberté spirituelle

et économique.
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Introduction

Throughout the years, the United States of America has been challenged by different

minority groups who protest against their marginal position in the society and the fact of

being excluded from the political, cultural and economic landscape. Groups such as

African –Americans are among these groups which constitute the largest ethnic minority in

America and have made significant contribution to shape its history as well as its cultural

diversity.

However, from their first arrival to America, which is assumed to be a land of

opportunity, the pursuit of happiness and equality, blacks were always treated as inferior

people. They have been subjected to all kinds of discrimination and subjugation under

racist, sexist and classist structures that shape the American society. African Americans

have always expressed their unhappiness about their status as second class citizens. Their

life is just a long journey of struggle to regain their identity, assert themselves as an

integral part in the community and to identify themselves with the main stream in America.

Black women from another side are considered as the most marginalized and

dehumanized category within the American society at large and the black community in

particular. They suffer from double marginalization as being both black and female. Their

lives are extremely affected by racism and sexism, the systems that are considered as an

outcome of social, cultural and political restrictions.

Throughout the ages, women are assumed to be naturally inferior. They occupy a

marginal position and a second class in a male dominated system that sets its basic ideas on

human differentiation based on gender. With the false representation which is imposed on

them from social and cultural forces, the situation becomes much more difficult for black
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women who have to endure all kinds of oppression. From one side, they suffer from the

racist society and its brutal misconceptions and stereotypes, and from the black community

with its patriarchal norms, from the other side. Black women’s history reveals a variety of

injust practices ruled by patriarchal gender relationships in which women’s position is

exclusively inferior. Consequently, subjugation and discrimination have been the destiny

of black women since years.

Unfortunately, black women are even excluded from the different feminist movements

of liberation in America as they are excluded from the African American social, cultural

and political platform. Although women’s movements opted for reclaiming female identity

and advocating their natural rights as equal individuals, the American history reveals that

the feminist contributions has been long categorized and from its early beginning concerns

with bourgeois, white middle class, and educated women but ignore black women.

This practical exclusion provoked black women writers who act as activists to play

vital roles and to show incredible strength against injustice. They are always in the front

for reclaiming their identity and regain their individuality in the face of racist orders and

patriarchal norms. Fortunately, literature has a great potential to transform the redeeming

passive attitudes towards black women and to be a medium through which black female

writers create space for themselves and for black women in general. They are considered

as active agents since they are able to take decision over their own lives and devote their

works to express their suffering. Their primary purpose is to change the pessimistic views

towards women, to achieve gender equalities and to give voice to black women to achieve

assertiveness and self realization.

Literary production, then, is one of the alternatives opted for African American women

to build their own identity. The new generations of female writers as Toni Morison, Alice
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Walker, Toni Cade Bambara, Gloria Naylo, Gayal jones and others have given a new birth

to black literature with their literary production. Their writings have been a medium to

express themselves and a space to embrace feminist issues.

Alice Walker is one of the most famous and prolific female figures who emerged as a

great writer in the literary scene and also as an activist commited to work for the cause of

black people. Throughout her career, Walker seeks to highlights the problems facing black

women. She plays a major role in advocating their rights and attempting to raise their

voices wildly in the public sphere. She aims to change the implication of the negative

attitudes attributed to black women. She tries, then, to provide them with a path to follow

in order to liberate themselves physically, spiritually and economically.

The Color purple is one of Alice Walker’s best novels that reflect the African American

women’s lives and difficulties in the rural south, those weak women who suffer from

domestic violence and racist stereotypes. Walker pictures her female characters as victims

of sexual assault, rape, and marginalization, yet, they reveal a great patience and power to

change their lives from subjugation to self realization.

The novel is centered on Celie a poor black girl who subjected to sexual abuse when

she is fourteen years old by her step father. She suffer from horrifying picture of violance

and lived in rigid conditions under the mercy of her step father whom she consider her real

father and her suffering continue with a violent husband. Despite this hard circumstances

Celie with the help of other women as Nettie, Sofia, and Shug who represent an ideal

image of sisterhood and friend ship that ties them together. Celie succeed in fighting the

evils of patriarchy and transformed from a weak girl to a strong women. Walker takes as

along with the journey of Celie from powerless state to independent women who achieve

spiritual physical and economic freedom.
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To approach the novel and its different dimensions, it is appropriate to apply

psychoanalytic theory to explore the characters motives and behaviors. Since the novel is

centered on the theme of the growth and the construction of the main characer’s identity,

Celie, the model of Jacque Lacan is helpful to analyze the mental evolution which

comprises the three levels of mental formulation of the self: the real, the symbolic and the

imagery. Self determination theory and well being is also required in this case to examine

the basic elements that ensure and lead to self determination. Drawing on these theories,

this work is organized into three chapters.

The first chapter is devoted to set basic theoretical concepts that put into evidence a

general background of the African American group in America and their struggle to

maintain their equal and natural rights. The status of black women as being doubly

marginalized and excluded from cultural, political and economic life is going to take a

considerable attention since the heart of this work is the examination of black women’s

lives and difficulties. Moreover, the chapter sheds light on black female writers and their

role in depicting and reflecting their reality. Alice Walker is among those writers who

devote their career to advocate black women’s issues.

The second chapter illustrates the forms of subjugation that black women are subjected

to under patriarchy, racism and sexism. The chapter focuses on the main issues, patriarchal

norms and racist stereotypes, against which black women fight.

The third chapter deals with the process of liberation of the female characters, basically

Celie who is the main character in the novel. The chapter focuses on the thesis that

underlines this work, namely the triumph of black women and their ability to improve their

sense of “self’.
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Chapter One

The Status of Black Women in America as Reflected in

the Black Feminist literature

The first chapter is devoted to put into evidence a theoretical foundation that gives at

first a general background about the African American group in America. Then the chapter

sheds light on the main stages in their history as one of the largest minorities who suffer

from a long journey of oppression, discrimination and segregation in a country that has

long called for democracy and liberty. Black women situation and their suffering from

subjugation under slavery, racism, and sexism is given a special focus in this chapter since

the core subject of this work is the illustration of black women who suffer from racism,

sexism and male cruelty and dominance.

Black female writers who are committed to social change and progress for black women

are given a considerable attention in this part. They play a vital and significant role in

depicting black issues and advocating women’s rights. Alice Walker’s career is examined

with a special focus on her contributions as a writer, as well as an activist who devotes her

life to defend the rights of blacks as an oppressed minority.

African Americans, or as also referred to as black Americans or Negros are among the

largest ethnic minorities in the United States who have significant contributions in shaping

its history and its cultural and ethnic diversity. Their presence in America dates back to at

least 1619. They are mainly descents of slaves who were taken by force from their home

lands in different parts of Africa to work in the new world in servitude. They were

considered as a source of cheap labor force to work in plantation of sugar and corps.
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After the founding of the United States of America, black people continued to be

enslaved and treated as inferior. They suffered from the system of segregation and

discrimination by which they did not enjoy their equal and natural rights as human beings

and integral parts in the society, or even share the economic, social, and political progress

in the US. Their rights were severely limited and long denied. Blacks were uniquely

marginalized, and totally dehumanized, as they were considered as savages and barbarians.

This vision was typically attributed to them by white people who always show their

superiority as being the first class in the society and have prejudice and stereotypical

attitudes toward blacks.

The history of African Americans in America is marked by difficult stages and painful

conditions. Though in the last decades they have got their full rights as citizens, black

Americans struggled for a long period to gain recognition as equal individuals. They paid

the praise of their colored skins and found themselves obliged to adjust with the new

diasporic world far from their home lands, their culture and their identity. The institution of

slavery and racism then revealed the hypocrisy of the democratic principles in America

and deconstructed the sense of identity of black people and their hope to form a black

community that is deeply rooted in their origins.

Black women as well have a long history of being victimized and dehumanized in a

country that is known by its racial history, and black community that is constructed and

dominated by men. From their first arrival to this land, African Americans women, who

were forcibly taken from their home lands and deprived of their families, lived in a

miserable condition under slavery, racism and sexism. This institution undermined their

existence as human beings who deserve equal treatment. Black women suffered from white

stereotypes prejudice and discrimination based on gender and racial biases. They lived in a
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world in which “the social practices, state institution, symbolic representations and cultural

artifacts are all marked by ideas about gender distinction and the binary division between

men and women in which women are assumed to be naturally inferior …” (MacDowell

13).

Black women are always mistreated and misunderstood and “are routinely defined by

specific set of grotesque caricature that are reductive, inaccurate and unfair” (Jones and

Gooden 3). As Charisse Jones and Kumea Shorter Gooden articulate in their book Shifting

The Double Lives of Black Women in America, women of color are conceived as inferior to

other people, unshakable, criminals, unfeminine and do not fit with the standards of

beauty.

The myths that are long attributed to black women make a tremendous damage,

emotionally or physically. They negatively affect the construction of their black femininity

and identity. On one side, black women hold the burden of responsibility to protect their

families as mothers and grandmothers, and to train their children to cope with their racist

society. On the other, they have to resist and combat the negative attitudes that are

attributed to them as women who suffer from what is known as “the double jeopardy” of

racism and sexism. Their shame and pain relates to their color of skins because of which

they are always viewed as ugly, immoral, and over sexed. Black women’ sense of self

“falters as they start to believe the falsehood, doubting their own worth, questioning their

own capabilities” (8).

Black women never share or enjoy the same privileges as the white women. They are

subordinate and “routinely pushed to serve and satisfy others and made to hide their true

selves to placate white colleague, black men and other segments of the community” (7).

African American women are profoundly unhappy about their situation in the society, in
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which they suffer from anxiety, oppression, low self esteem and even self hatred. This

ignorance has a great impact on their image as women and mothers. The situation becomes

harder if the oppressor is a black man. Black women suffer silently from domestic

violence. Male cruelty and domination prevent them from articulating their sufferings:

Many black women suffer silently as victims of childhood sexual abuse
or adult sexual harassment, sexual assault, or rape. The myths and
stereotypes about black women being promiscuous may make it more
difficult for black women to feel comfortable speaking up about their
experiences. (9)

All black women ask the same question the great abolitionist Sojourner Truth asked as a

request for identity and self recognition, “I’m black but ain’t I a women”. The facts of

being victimized and exploited as objects that serve to fulfill male sexual desires and live

under subjugation and alienation are all factors that propel the black women who seek

survival to change their lives and make sense of them. They have a great desire to shift

from victimhood to regain their identity and their individuality:

For many black women, shifting is a matter of long survival. It’s a skill
those African American women have mastered over centuries not only to
broaden their opportunities socially, educationally, and professionally;
but to rework the prevailing image of their sisters and brothers in the eyes
of other Americans. (62)

Black women show incredible strength and resistance to fight all forms of segregation

and discrimination. They challenge all the difficulties to achieve successes at all the levels

most notably in the field of literature which is considered a reflection to black women’s

self- determinations. This latter as Diana Tietjens Meyers argues “ is best understood as an

ongoing process of exercising a repertoire of agent skills-skills that enable individuals to

construct their own self-portraits and self narrative and that thereby enable them to take

charge of their lives” (4).
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The black situation had witnessed a gradual progress toward freedom and gaining

political status. By using different means of protest and nonviolent resistance like art,

music, literature or even the involvement in the political arena, this potential lead to the

growth of nationalism and great desire to achieve self-determination. The situation of

blacks inspired many leaders to act widely in the public sphere as activists who hold the

black issues and advocate their equal rights. Many African American writers starting from

the eighteenth century chose the fictional world to depict the real life of this oppressed

minority. Among those writers, Alice Walker, who took up her pen to bring about the end

of oppression by struggling against racial discrimination.

Feminist literature has a wide significance in this context. Female writers play a vital

role in depicting black issues with special focus on black women and their suffering under

racism and sexism. They share a desire to realize radical change in their lives especially

that the women issue is a universal topic that has gained a wide proportion in the feminist

discourses, “…the issues of women identity and their agency inspire intense critical

engagement not only with social convention but also with the philosophical canon” (1).

Black feminism as a movement is the result of black woman lack of voice and their

exclusion from feminist movements in America that are considered as a privilege to the

white women. As H.S Mirza maintains that “Black feminism as a body of thought seeks to

reconfigure the complexities of black female marginality in an intersectional analysis

where race, class, gender and other social division are theorized as lived realities” (3).

African American literature refers to those writing produced by writers of African

origins. It can be traced back to the period of the seventeenth century, introduced by

writers as Philips Wheately and Oloudah Equino who are considered as the initiators of

black literature. Most of the writings at that time were “slave narratives” which address the
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issue of slavery and black experience under this redeeming systems that practiced violence

against black people.

African American history is a long journey of struggle to black’s rights as an integral

part in the society, and protest against discrimination and segregation based on race, class

and ethnicity. Literature serves as a vehicle and a medium through which black writers can

express themselves and their situation as a marginalized minority through fiction. African

American literature than witnessed the emergence of many black writers who devote their

works to reflect their hard conditions under slavery. They condemn the continuation of

racism and sexism after the abolition of slavery. Those are writers who consider

themselves committed to represent the needs of the oppressed ethnicity.

The black experience in America was marked by the arrangement of social and political

battles organized by activists, be them political leaders or intellectuals, to maintain their

full rights and achieve progress and stability. The twentieth century for black people

witnessed a list of effort in the political sphere; political leaders work together to secure

their rights and their total freedom. They act widely in the public arena to raise the voice of

black people by forming a set of national organization as (NAACA, NACW, Urban

league), the emergence of women’s club, Garveyism, and the Back to Africa Movement,

Black Power Movement and so forth (Eaton 17).

Literature as well witnessed a tremendous achievement with the “Harlem Renaissance”

which was a turning point in the history of African American literature and art in general.

It is considered as “the spring of the African American voice” (Shukla and Banerji 724).

The Harlem Renaissance was a time when the artistic creativity of the black writers, jazz,

urban blues and other forms of arts were flourishing. Despite the fact that this period of

time was transitional for black writers and artists, the great problem with it was that black
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women were totally excluded in the black community that was predominantly dominated

by men and governed by patriarchal traditions and norms. Kalenda C. Eaton maintains that

“like the strong black women, the mythic black women has been misread and idealized

during the height of black revolutionary period. She is seen as a quit and willing supporter,

working for the cause but (except for a few cases), not in the forefront of activism” (2).

Black female writers were marginalized and excluded from the literary scene. Their

works did not gain recognition or considerable attention as black male literature. They

were excluded from “The Black Power Movement” and not allowed to be involved or

participate in the political and the literary platform of the black people. Women’s works

whether postcolonial or not “have always been marginalized and excluded from literature,

in a male dominated system their works has been unvalued” (Indu 1). The fight against the

racial oppression and external issues ignored the oppression based on gender differences

and violence practiced against black women by black men. The black woman found herself

combating the two fronts: the racist stereotypes from one side and the black men from the

other.

After the 1970, African American literature emerged as an integral part in the American

literature and it witnessed a remarkable progress and a wide recognition. As both literature

and the political status of blacks in America inspired each other, this period of time was

affected by the spirit of this age, in addition to the emergence of the Civil Rights

Movement which gave a great sense of nationalism and consciousness to black people

which was reflected in literature.

Another challenge that faced black women, especially black female writers, is their

exclusion from the Feminist Movement in America. The latter has been set from its early

beginning on the oppression based on sexism, but ignored other kinds of oppression as
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racism and classism that critically affected black women. Although the women right

movement has been formed to unite women who share common problems such as

oppression based on male violence, black women were excluded and ignored. Edwards

Alison points out that “Many committed members of the women’s movement, as well of

its sympathetic critics, have long concern that “women’s liberation is all white” these are

women who do not want the movement to retain its narrow focus and constituency, yet the

trend of bourgeois whiteness continues” (22).

Ignorance and stereotypes were major motifs that pushed black writers who have been

long silenced and devalued, to raise their voices and create a space for themselves and for

black women in general. They have exercised leadership through literature as a medium

that allowed them to reflect black women’s issues and their desire to regain self

determination. Black women “Have a long history and tradition of activism that can be

traced back to pre-colonial Africa those women of African descent who are writers have

challenged the status quo in the cultural, political, and spiritual realms of their

communities by using their craft to present women who defy traditional roles and resist

stricture oppression” (Ampadu 1).

The new generation of black female writers as Alice Walker, Toni Morison, Maya

Angelou, Toni Cade Bambara and others has made a revolution in the feminist literature.

In spite that the political outcome “Appeared bleak for black experience were encouraged

by the changing socio political landscape, this restless and chaotic period of black political

experience was the calm before the storm for black female activists and authors” (Eaton 5).

Black women writers have assumed the legacy of activism that was initiated by the

mother of women writers Zora Neal Hurston and the great abolitionist Soujourner Truth.

They hold the issues of the black women on their backs and their experience under
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subjugation. African American women writers feel themselves committed to social change

and progress by addressing women’s issues through their fictional characters. In other

words, “The act of writing down their experience and act of reading their own literature are

mutual empowerment. In fact, black women history is a history of self empowerment in a

fight against external forces trying to silence their own voice” ( Shukla and Banerji724).

Black female writers who exelled literature and have engaged in the political activism

are sisters in their struggle against patriarchy, sexism, and racism. They often emphasis in

their literary works on the importance of regaining feminine identity and individuality.

Hence, they have achieved autonomy. These female voices embrace their culture by using

the black vernacular and other forms of arts that are rooted in the African American

traditions and folks, and they celebrate their identity; and also improve their own agency.

Black women writers seek to create their own agenda that is set around one major

concern which is raising black women’s voice. Black feminism than came as a response to

black women exclusion from women’s rights movement:

Black feminism is the acknowledgment that women of color have been
oppressed by sexism and racism, that there was a failure to recognize and
address these issues in the feminist movement and that women of color
have their own agenda that neither movement can take on. (Zare and
Ataeiniya 21)

This exclusion from the literary prosses and women’s right movement has been

provoked many black female writers to fulfill their desire and ambition to create their own

space and achieve liberation. Such writers as Alice Walker and others do not stop here but

they seek political recognition through their involvement in activism. Though they wrote

from different political, historical, and philosophical point of view, those writers preoccupy

themselves to portray and embrace feminist issues as gender discrimination, violance,
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racist attitudes and sexual abuse. They have the same interest and share a common theme

which is to demonstrate these problems and find ways to empower black women and help

them to survive.

Eventually female writers of the twentieth century have done major contribution to the

African American literature. They rank among the greatest writers who have achieved

wide success and prominence through their literary production. The year of 1970 was

crucial for women writers as Maya Angelou published her Autobiography I know why the

Caged Bird Sing, Toni Cade Bambara edited The Anthology of Black Women. The

succeeding periods witnessed the emergence of writers as Gloria Naylor, Gayle Jones, and

Octavia E Butler as the first African American writer to initiate science fiction novel. Toni

Morison is another prominent figure in the female literary tradition. She is known for her

works as Beloved, The Bluest Eyes and other works that mainly governed by the theme of

women’s issues.

One of the greatest writers who have brought the black female experience to light is

Alice Walker. She is best known as the author of Meridian and The Color Purple, her

Pulitzer Prize winning novel that deals with the black women life under subjugation and

also identifies the process of emancipation of the female characters. Walker has emerged

as one of the major African American novelists in the literary scene of black literature to

win a Pulitzer Prize for her novel The Color Purple. The novel was adapted to a film and

gained considerable attention. Walker is considered as an icon in the feminist literature as

she devotes her works to explore women’s experience under sexism and racism. In

Walker’s novel “ The black women struggle to claim their selves, in order to change their

lives and secure a rightful place within the social network of relationships they theme-
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selves constitute usually absorb the psychic pain involved in such struggle and shatters the

iron base of gender which limit self empowerment” (Singh 190).

Alice Walker admits that she is committed to the cause of black women. She is

“Preoccupied with the spiritual survival, the survival of whole of my people. But beyond

that, I’m committed to exploring the oppression, the insanities, the loyalties and the

triumph of black women” (Indu 1).

The Color Purple, in which Walker portrays Celie’s experience in a male dominated

society, is the case study in this study. Celie, the protagonist of the novel, is a girl from the

rural south who suffers from male cruelty and dominance. She is sexually abused and

raped by her step-father and subjected to all forms of subjugation along with other female

characters that presented in the novel. Walker attempts not only to reveal black women’s

experience with the double repression of black men and the racist American society, but

also to demonstrates the process of liberation and how women can survive and make sense

to themselves whatever the challenges they face in their lives.

Walker’s black female characters are characterized by their strong inner strength to

combat all the problems and leave a meaningful life in which the spiritual side and

sisterhood play important roles for them to achieve self definition and realize self

determination. Walker through this novel seeks to empower the black women not only in

the fictional world but also in the real life. She attempts to anchors black women’s

consciousness and awareness in order to claim their identity and regain their subjectivity

whether within the black community or the American society.

Walker has becomes a leading member in the women movement in 1970. This latter was

born out of the economic and social hardships that women lived in. Feminist activists seek
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through the women movements to advocate women’s rights around the world and achieve

female liberation.

The black women writers as Alice Walker and others who work for the issues of black

women figure out that women’s movement is a medium through which they can raise their

voices and fight all forms of oppression and subjugation. Yet, women’s movement in the

nineteenth century is viewed as “white women‘s movement”. In fact, anger “Has at long

last provoked the black women to break out “the narrow space”, the dark enclosure, anger

in the form of growing and open revolt against ideologies and attitudes that impress

women into servitude and powerlessness, anger as a source of creative power…” (Tally

211).

Because of the exclusion of black women from women’s right movement in America,

which became a privilege for white women, Alice Walker in response introduces her own

term to demonstrate black feminism which has the ability to achieve success. Then, “She

has rejected black feminism, then in favor of a word which she feels encompasses the

whole sense of being a women, specifically a black women-womanist-and has actively

defined herself and her writing as such” (214).

Actually, it was Walker who coined the term “womanism” in her book In Search of Our

Mother Garden. Womanism is derived from the black folkloric culture in which the phrase

“you are acting womanish” is common. Using the term “womanism”, Walker wants to

change the negative meaning to something positive as she defines the black woman as “a

woman is to feminist as purple to lavender” (219).

Alice Walker’s womanism is considered as a concrete form of black feminism. It is a

term that gives specificity and awareness to black women who seek to find space for

themselves regardless of the negative characteristics that attributed to them and all the
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mythic stereotypes and misconceptions which aimed at deny their femininity. Walker

defines the word womanism, as Brenda R Smith denotes, as:

In integral to Walker’s creation of myth in her womanist ideology, a
visionary and archetypal doctrine of African American feminism that
privileges the following: sororal bonds; the possibility of sexual intimacy
between women and the acceptance of sex and non- sexual love for men;
the performance for women’s culture; the acknowledgement and
affirmation of women strength; a commitment to the survival and
wholeness of black people; male and female, and women’s love of spirit,
love, the folk, and herself, regardless of the forces that seek to distort or
destroy that love. (5)

Through her renewed concept Walker gives a new dimention to black femenism. She

praises womanist ideology to bring about a new conceptualization to black experience.

Therfore, as an attempt to create space for black women, she provides them with a

theoritical framework that is accessibile for them and gives them an opportunity to veiw

themselves differently. Walker broadens the horizons of black women by providing a more

Universalist percpective which is different from that of feminist movment that is separatist

and classist. So, “Through the reification of her womanist doctrine, Walker challenges and

subverts the predominant myths and stereotypes that perpetuate the condition and

treatment of women, in general, and black women, in principle, within the patriarchy” (5).

Walker in her definition set a new understanding that indicates her attempt to change

the implication of black feminism. She provides a definition that fulfils the needs of black

women and the black community as whole. Walker’s Wamanism concept is set on basic

principles that emphisis at first, on the importance of sororal bondage and intimacy

between sexes. The celebration culture and appreaction of women strenght and ability to
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survive.Walker stress on the survival of the entire people regaldless of their gender or the

external forces which aimed at creating a separatist perspective.

Walker attempts to give voice to those who cannot speak or express themselves. She

presented her self as a defender of black women and seeks through her literary works and

as an activist to encourage black women to maintain their dignity and reconstruct their own

selfhood and achieve self definition. She praises womanist ideology as away to allow black

women to assert themeselves and practise their outonoumy, womanism, costitute this space

that ensure black women ambition and desire to fulfil self- realization. The Color Purple is

among the most successful works which is considred a concrete illustration of womanist

concept. It vividly depicts this theme in which Walker portrays the process of

emancipation of black women and their ability to transform from weak person to

successful women. Mainly through the bondage of sisterhood, the celebration of black

heritage and the creation of universlist word in which all individuals are equal.
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Chapter Two

The Double Victimization of Black Women

Troughout her career, Alice Walker preoccupies herself to picture the issues pertaining

to the lives of blacks in America with special emphasis on black women. She considers

herself committed to work for the cause of those weak women who struggle against

oppression, patriarchy, discrimination, and subjugation in order to regain their identity and

their individuality. Walker seeks not only to highlight those issues but also to empower the

black women and encourage them to raise their voices and liberate themselves from all

kinds of oppression. The triumph of black women is an important and vital theme that

Walker always seeks to explore in her literary works.

This chapter attempts to analyze one of Alice Walker’s best novels which is vividly

embodies the theme of black women’s liberation. The Color Purple is a controversial novel

which treats and portrays racism and sexism that victimized African American women in

the rural south. It deals with the experience of black women under subjugation and

segregation, and depicts their journey from being powerless women to a state of power.

The central character in the novel Celie is an abused and uneducated teenager who

overcomes oppression to be strong women. The novel illustrates the relationship between

sexes, the struggle of black women to gain recognition as equal individuals who deserve

good treatment, and the request for having a voice.

Walker portrays women characters who seek survival and fight to live a meaningful life

against the rigid condition they live in. Living in a male dominated system and racially
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prejudiced society, in which women are always considered inferior and as objects created

to fulfill male gratification, without having the right to speak or getting their full rights is

the core topic that the novel addresses. Walker depicts her women as victims of violence;

nevertheless, they successfully come up from subjugation to self realization. The great

spirit of sisterhood and collective effort to overcome oppression are clearly presented in

the novel in which the female characters help each other to gain physical and psychological

strength in the face of patriarchal norms and racist orders.

Since women writers were often discouraged to speak or express themselves and their

works have been devalued, the epistolary novel was considered for them as a natural

medium to establish female identity and create space for them. The nineteenth century

witnessed the emergence of this genre of narration in the writing of the African American

writers after it took its shape with the British and European American writers. Alice

Walker is considered the first black female writer who wrote an epistolary novel through

which the use of letters to god or to intimate person manifests a kind of refugee to speak up

their silence. Walker chooses this kind of narration not only to demonstrate celie’s

isolation and lowliness but also to break the silence of the women characters that cannot

face the brutality of the society. They prefer to express their suffering down in a paper and

not in the form of action. As Barbara Christian maintains that:

Along with diaries, letters were the dominant mode of expression
allowed to women in the west. Feminist historians find letters to be a
principle source of information, of facts about everyday lives of women
and their own perception about their lives, that is both objective’ and
‘subjective’ information. In using the epistolary style walker is able to
have her major character Celie express the impact of oppression on her
spirit as well as the growing strength internal and final victory. (469)
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Celie, the protagonist in the novel, is a poor girl abused and raped by her step-father and

her husband. She lives in a misery under male cruelty and supremacy and becomes obliged

to keep silent. Yet, writing letters to god is a therapy which helps her to express her inner

pain and to be transformed from a passive mute girl into someone who can practice

outonomy through writing.

In addition to letters that allow Celie to stop hiding her true self, the strong bond of

sisterhood between the female characters is also a factor which led to liberation and

survival. As the title of the novel signifies, Walker wants to give a new hope for black

women by celebrating heroism, and pleasure of living to achieve self definition. The Color

Purple “is a novel of heroism of black women who fight to escape from the yoke of forced

identities that drives theme along paths they have not chosen” (Zare and Ataeinya 22).

Another feature that draws our attention when we read the novel is the use of the black

vernacular language. Walker attempts to give us a vivid and real representation of black

life with all its details. She seeks to celebrate the black culture and to make the black voice

heard. Though the letters written by Celie to her sister are full of mistakes at the level of

spelling and grammar, they represent Walker’s attempt to preserve black culture and to be

autonomous. Employing Black English shows Walker’s concerns “about the black cultural

heritage and her challenge to the superiority of white people’s language” (Hasio 1).

The novel has been long criticized that because of the controversial topics presented

like rape, incest, and lesbianism. Some said that the novel is poorly crafted and the notion

of the transformation from victimhood to self discovery can’t be realistic. Others accuse

Walker of hating black men and attacking black community, while the white Americans

focus in their analysis on the abuse of Celie by black men and neglect the issue of racism

that is clearly depicted in the novel (La Grone 1).
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The novel is centered on Celie, a fourteen years old girl living in the south with her

parents and her young sister Nettie. The novel also portrays the lives of black women who

suffer in a way or another in a community where male domination always is considered as

a norm. This racist society assumes that women of colors are naturally inferior. They suffer

male cruelty and domination and are subjected to cultural pressures that undermine their

confidence and deny their natural rights, even the right to speak. Each woman presented in

the novel lives in her own dilemma, and experiences different forms of oppression. These

women fight to find a way to claim their individuality and thereby attain their freedom.

Celie, the uneducated girl, is one of those women who suffer repeatedly rapes and

violence. Before she can reach her objectives, she must go through many trials.

The novel begins with a depiction of harsh scene of rape when Celie is sexually abused

by her step- father, Alphonso. Instead of being a source of guidance and protection,

Alphonso becomes the source of fear and domination for Celie as he obliges her to submit

to his orders and to keep silent: “you better never tell nobody but God” (1). As a result,

Celie gets pregnant twice. This experience leaves a traumatic impact on Celie’s life,

shutters her confidence and prevents her from articulating her painful experience to

external world. Hence, she chooses to write letters to god as the only one who has the

potential to help her in order to overcome the fears that control her. Celie has no courage to

talk about her suffering; her mother is dead, her female school teacher can’t help her

because Celie’s Step-father denies her the right to be educated; and learn and the younger

sister, Nettie, leaves home to avoid sexual abuse by the violent father

Celie decides to write letters to god rather than to speak or express her inner pain

openly. She finds herself alone, alienated, fragmented and having no authority over herself

or her body which is possessed by her step-father and by her husband who have absolute
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control over her. This manifests when Celie’s father asks Mr.??? To take her instead of

Nettie: “I can’t let you have Nettie. She too young don’t know nothing…but I can let you

have Celie” (8).

The initial letter, which is a request for help, indicate Celie’s defenseless position, and

her confusion about what happened to her, and also reflects her inner struggle, “Dear god,

I’m fourteen years old. I- aa I have always been a good girl. May be you can give a sign

letting me know what is happening to me” (1).Then, she comes to picture the horrifying

scene of rape at the hands of her father who when her mother doesn’t respond to his sexual

needs and in order to fulfill his male gratification he practice all forms of subjugation,

whether emotionally or physically, to get Celie’s submission. Celie depicts this experience

in one of her letters:

You gonna do what your mammy wouldn’t. First he put his thing up
againt my hip and sort wiggle it around. Then he grap hold my titties.
Then he puh his thing inside my pussy. when that hurt, I cry. He start to
choke me, saying  you better shu up and git used to it. (1)

To fulfill his desires, Celie’s father tries to silence her by keeping her ignorant and

uneducated. Therefore rape becomes an obstacle to Celie’s thirst for education. Celie

maintains that “The first time I got big pa took me out of school. He never care that I Love

it (10).

Although Celie is beaten and oppressed, she is not wholly broken. She is aware of

her situation and her consciousness is apparent in the letters she writes to god; in her desire

to protect Nettie from abuse; and also in her great longing to education. Both sisters are

aware that education and knowledge are important factors that lead to women’s liberation.

Yet, the notion that knowledge is power is broken by the father who represents the upper
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power. Similarly and as another rigid picture of exploitation and oppression, Celie’s step-

father takes her two babies away from her and arranges to get her married with old men in

his own age. Thus, “He act like he can’t stand me no more. Say I’m evil an always up to no

good. He took my other little baby, a boy this time. But don’t think he kilt it. IThink he

sold it to a man an his wife over Monticello. I got my breasts full of milk running down

myself” (4).

Celie’s marriage with Mr. Albert is the end of violence on the part of her father and it

is a new beginning of violence from her husband. The latter brought her to take care of his

house and his farm; to be a wife in the tradition of being under male order and a mother to

his children. She should be available to his sexual need, and should be always there to be

seen and not heard.

Celie never enjoy her simplest rights as women. Even when she narrates the moments

of sexual involvement with Albert, the act is similarly dehumanizing because Celie

remains that powerless invisible women. She is cursed, beaten and marginalized and this

humiliation plays a key role in the lack of self worth and self esteem: “It all I can do not to

cry. I make my self wood. I say to myself, celie, you a tree” (23).

Celie suffers cruelty from all men. Even Harpo the oldest son of Mr. Albert makes Celie

suffer at the first day of her marriage: “I spend my wedding day running from the oldest

boy. He twelve. His mama died in his arms and he don’t want to hear nothing bout no new

one. He pick up a rock and laid my head open. The blood run all down my breasts” (13).

Celie’s attitudes about herself make her accept her marginal position and submit to ill-

treatment and oppression. When Nettie and Kate ask her to fight she focuses only on

survival because she does not know “How to fight. All I know how to do is stay alive”

(18).
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Celie encounters several women who share the same issues and a common interest

that is to challenge the patriarchal norms which restrict them and deny the female self-

definition. Nettie is the first women to serve as guide for Celie  as she provide her with the

basic tools to confront male brutality, Sofia, Harpo’s wife, from the other side, is the one

who firmly set Celie on the correct way. She is the first woman who attracts celie’s

attention because she possess mental and physical power that Celie has never possess,

“ She is not quite as tall as Harpo but much bigger, and strong and ruddy looking”(32).

The strong bond of sisterhood between Celie and Sofia is very important. It is the basic

ground for Celie to emancipate herself. Although Celie keeps silent about her experience

and the fact that her father continually rapes her she share for the first time a conversation

with Sofia which is the first step that awakens a new perception about her situation. This is

mainly because Sofia can successfully face Harpo’s attempts to dominate her. While Sofia

helps Celie to rethink about her situation it is Shug Avery a blues singer Mr. Albert’s

mistress and the mother of his three children who open the doors for Celie to attain her

total freedom.

Mr. Albert brought Shug after many years to his home and asks Celie to take care of

her because she is ill and requires special attention. Celie is happy to do so especially that

she saw a picture of Shug before she married to Mr. Albert and she reveal great admiration

of her beauty: “She look so stylish it like the trees all round the house draw themselves up

all for a better look” (47). She perceives that Shug experienced the same suffering. It is this

perception of common suffering that forges the bond of sisterhood between them. Hence,

Celie nurses Shug back to health; in return Shug protects Celie and teaches her a new

language which enables her to develop herself and her sexuality. Celie and Shug’s sexual

relationship and interaction are the first steps that help Celie to restrict herself.
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Celie’s younger sister, Nettie, also faces gender and patriarchal discrimination. Both

sisters suffer from fear, despair and insecurity in a family that controlled by a rapist and a

violent father. Alphonso who appears to be fed up with Celie he starts to look to the young

sister. Yet, Alphonso’s attempt to get Nettie’s submission is stopped by Celie who scarifies

herself to protect her sister from abuse. To keep her away from harm, she becomes the wife

of Mr. Albert who has always preferred Nettie over her. Celie wants Nettie to survive by

accomplishing her education and escaping from the world of abuse and oppression

advising her: “I tel Nettie to keep at her books. It be more than a notion taking care of

children ain’t even yourn. And look what happen to me” (5). Thus, Celie decides to take

Nettie to live with her in Mr. Albert’s house but unfortunately things become even worse.

Celie’s husband finds Nettie so attractive and beautiful that he tries to seduce her so many

times, but she rejects him As a result of this ignorance, Mr. Albert sends her away and

kicks her out. Mr. Albert knows very well that Nettie is the only person that Celie truly

loves. To assert his power over both women and make sure that they never meet or speak

any more he hides Nettie’s letters to Celie to cut the relationship between the two sisters

and silence any potential dialogue with Nettie.

Nettie gets away from the community and seeks refugee from lurking abuses of the

step father and Mr. Albert by going to Africa with Samuel and Corrine, a missionary

couple, and their tow adopted children, Celie’s children. Moving to Africa as a missionary

at a young age is a big challenge to Nettie who escapes injust practices to face the

unknown. This experience in the African tribes reveals that women are universally treated

as second class people   Nettie’s letters to Celie are rich of stories of the things she learned

with Olinka tribes. She writes about how women are mistreated and obliged to do all the

work instead of men. Because she  receive no answer to her letters, Nettie reveals the fact
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that the children adopted by the Reverend family are Celie’s children and the fact that their

father is not their real pa.

Male domination and patriarchy as central themes in the novel are coupled with racial

violence which is overtly depicted through the incident that happens to Sofia, Celie’s step

son wife. Sofia first meets Celie when she comes to ask Albert permission to her marriage

with Harpo. However Mr. Albert does not approve of the marriage because women as

Sofia who is physically strong can control Harpo. He thinks negatively about her as

women and as a mother Sofia shows strong and confident attitudes. She has grown up in a

family of men and learned that the only way to confront men’s submission is to fight; she

is convinced that “All my life I had to fight. I had to fight my daddy. I had to fight my

brother. I had to fight my cousins and my uncles. A girl child ain’t safe in a family of men”

(42). Later on she married Harpo, but unfortunately he represents the patriarchal father and

attempts to dominate Sofia as his father dominate Celie. He beats Sofia only after his father

implies that Sofia’s resistance makes him less of men. Albert teaches his son to beat his

wife because wives are “like children you have to let’em know who got the upper hand.

Nothing can do that better than sound beating” (37).

Unlike Celie who succumbs to male oppression and violence, Sofia refuses to accept

those imposed rule. She fights and never gives up and demands to be treated as equal as

Harpo. Sofia, then, becomes the model of strong women and constitutes the image that

Celie is not familiar with. Her strength inspires both jealousy and admiration in Celie’s

heart.

Being strong women who stands against injust practices toward women do not cope

with black men as the white community who seeks to break down this strength and

resistance. When. Because Sofia has refuses to serve mayor’s wife as maid she imprisoned.
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This experience affects her physically and spiritually. Once  in the prison she loses her

dignity and her voice and she is be silenced all the years during which she works for the

mayor’s wife Racial discrimination is apparent when Sofia is  not allowed to sit in the front

seat with the mayor’s wife while teaching her to drive. The violence Sofia suffers in the

prison reveals the   grotesque image of white discrimination and brings back the image of

slavery again.

In addition to Sofia, Shug plays a major role in the development of Celie’s personality

trough their relationship as friends and lovers. She is much like Sofia, characterized by a

powerful and strong personality and she is comfortable with her body and her sexuality as

she is spiritually liberated. Yet, she had passed with many trials in her life as black woman

and a singer.  She suffered from people around her, who never trust her credibility and

show stereotypical attitudes about her.

As a result of her life style, Shug becomes very ill. She has no real home; she comes to

stay with Mr. Albert hidden in his farm away from the public eyes. While feeds her and

nurses her back to health. Eventually, Shug is completely healthy due to Celie’s help and

consequently the two women become very close to each other.  However, this female

sisterhood is totally different from that of Nettie and Sofia. Shug considered as a mother

and a sexual mentor. Shug goes forward without paying attention to the judgments of

others. As Celie help her to regain her health, Shug, in return, teaches celie the art of life

and helps her in getting free physically and spiritually.

Squeak Harpo’s girl friend, after his wife Sofia leaves him is another image of

oppression. She suffers from male supremacy and dominance. She is not beaten by Harpo

but she has been long silenced and not heard. Moreover, Harpo tries always to undermine

her existence as a woman and doesn’t treat her as an equal individual. He gives her a
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nickname “squeak” as an ironic way to describe her voice. He treats her as a child coking

at her instead of using an adequate language to communicate with her as if she is just a

voice without a soul. When trying to help Sofia, Squeak is raped by her uncle, the prison

warder, and she is accused of being a liar when she decides that she will no longer be

called by this nickname and addressed by her real name. In addition to that, she begins to

compass her own way as a blues singer.

The Color Purple is a concrete portrayal of the evil of racism and sexism that the

African American women suffer from. It highlights the issues pertaining to the lives of

black women through the female characters in the novel who suffer from all kinds of

oppression in a male dominated society. In her novel, Walker projects her women as

victims of violence and segregation, they have long been silenced by the upper forces that

undermine their confidence and deny them self determination. Yet, black women com up

successfully from oppression to self-realization through their collective effort and strong

bond of sisterhood.
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Chapter Three

From Victimhood to Self-Realization

Just as Walker attempts to shed light on the issues pertaining to the lives of black

women and projecting the economic, social, and emotional crisis facing them within and

beyond the black community. She seeks also to suggest a path for all women to free

themselves in order to achieve liberation and regain their identity. The Color Purple traces

the lives of black women under the evils of patriarchy, racism and sexism. Yet, it “treats

the reader to a journey where the characters discover beauty, truth, love and the answer to

the meaning of life” (Harris Abram 28). It demonstrates the process of liberation of the

female characters and how they undergo a remarkable change in their lives and realize a

successful transformation from victimhood to be successful women. The search of voice

and the ability to achieve self-determination are central themes in the story in which

Walker seeks to picture the journey of black women toward heroism and survival. She

celebrates her sex, her black culture and the triumph of black women.

In this chapter, two theories are applied: Self Determination Theory and Well Being and

psychoanalitcal theory. Self Determination Theory and Well Being is a micro theory that

deals with self- determination behavior and how the social and cultural condition helps in

promoting it. It postulates a set of basic psychological needs to improve one’s self

determination. Those psychological needs mainly are autonomy, competence and

relatedness. Richard Ryan maintains that self determination as an organism theory assumes

that all people are naturally active and possess growth tendencies. These personal
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tendencies evolved in every one, yet, what matter is the condition that facilitates the

operation of these tendencies.

They require specific psychological needs which are defined basically as support and

satisfaction. Every person has internal growth tendencies which require a suitable

condition and certain psychological aspects that promote it. Finding an adequate

environment, support and satisfaction are very essential for growth, integrity and wellness.

Self determination theory and well being is based on five key mini theories that constitute

its different conceptions. These theories postulate a set of basic elements that put into

evidence the main important needs to achieve self determination.

The first main aspect is that Self Determination Theory is basically concerned with the

context and interpersonal interaction and the internal motivation which can be

accomplished only if someone does something for its sake. So, individuals are more likely

to integrate and internalize a practice they are motivated to do it and experience their

choices with respect to them. Eventually, self determination is based on psychological

needs as support and satisfaction to realize one’s self realization.

Richard Ryan maintains also that if someone’s autonomy is oriented to what interests

him; he would act with “concurrence”. If a person is controlled and restricted mainly by

social controls that impose on him, he or she would not be satisfied and motivated to

practice autonomy. Therefore, these restrictions led to lack of personal control and

competence. External goals and materialism may not tend to enhance satisfaction if some

seeks certain practice for the sake of fame.

Self determination achieved through basic psychological needs that helped in

promoting autonomy, relatedness and competence. Support and satisfaction are vital

aspects to improve one’s self realization.
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The Color Purple is about the personal growth and self discovery of Celie the

protagonist of the novel. To approach this notion it is appropriate to apply psychoanalytic

theory and mainly the pattern of shaping and constructing the self, a pattern that is

inaugurated by Jack Lacan. Psychoanalytically speaking, Celie’s personal development is

traced to an important pattern in modern psychoanalysis, namely that of Jack Lacan, and

three orders: the symbolic, the real and the imagery. The latter constitutes a crucial step for

one’s identification of the self. Celie’s journey of discovery and formation of the self is

started by her appreciation of her body with the encouragement of Shug Avery who

constitutes an object of desire for Celie. Thus, according to psychoanalytic theories the

subject becomes aware of the self through the identification with the other, mainly the

mother. The mirror stage is considered as the turning point towards Celie’s discovery of

the self. Hence, Celie identifies herself through seeing her body.

Walker believes strongly in the inner strength and the ability of women to achieve self-

definition even through writing. One of the most important themes in Walker’s writing

“has been the struggle of black women to create lives in the face of racism, sexism, and the

inevitable self-doubt which accompanies generations of patriarchal oppression”(Galdney

23). She chooses the epistolary mode of narration as a way to assert black female voice and

seeks to allow her characters to practice autonomy and express themselves by denouncing

their difficult situations in a form of letters. Significantly, “Walker’s choice of form, letters

between two sisters, allows each sister’s perspective to mirror and reinforce the other’s”

(23). She makes the reader have an immediate interaction with the characters’ letters and

let them see the interplaying of the vernacular language used by Celie. She wants from one

side to preserve the black heritage and also to empower black women through this

medium. Consequently, they can control their speeches without any restrictions.
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Celie is essentially a passive mute girl. She has no power to assert herself and her

experience results in a lack of self confidence so that she submits totally to social and

cultural orders without any kind of resistance. However, what is significant is that Celie

remains aware about her situation and what happens to her and this manifests in the letters

with which she addresses God, then, her sister Nettie.

Helped by her sister, Celie learns writing. Although her writing style is not good, the

act of writing itself reveals a kind of resistance. Expressing her bad experiences cannot be

a way to forget her inner pain, but it may be a therapeutic mechanism that enables her to

think, reflect and affirm herself and record her journey from silence to assertiveness.

In addition to letters, Walker pictures a great sense of sisterhood and friendship

between female characters which is of primary importance in the story. Black women have

done great efforts “to create their own lives with and without black men. The power to do

so comes through the love and support of women for each other” (Galdeney 23).  Walker

suggests a bondage of collective effort and artistic creativity which play a major role for

black women to survive. Women in the story are oppressed, marginalized and are dealt

with as mere objects. Nevertheless, they possess inner strength accompanied with the

sisterhood that ties them together and constitutes a vital motif for them to overcome

oppression.

Celie’s relationship with Nettie represents a good image of sisterhood between the two

sisters. As both leave in misery and oppression their common suffering ties them together

and gives them a mutual sense of responsibility to protect each other. The younger sister,

Nettie, has always had a strong desire to help her sister as she provides her with basic

knowledge and informs her about what is going on in the world. She urges her to fight

back in order to emancipate herself; thus, she becomes a good teacher for her. Celie, in
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turn, seeks to protect her sister from abuse and constitutes a mother for her, not only a

sister. She decides to marry Mr. Albert and, then, she gives Nettie the name of the reverend

family and asks her to escape the brutality of men. When Nettie is absent Celie feels

uncomforted because Nettie is the only hope in her life. She lives in constant fear about her

sister: “I don’t say nothing. I think bout Nettie, dead. She fight, she run away. What good it

do ?” (22). Yet, their sisterhood continues through the letters they send to each other

though the interconnection between them is broken with the interference of Mr. Albert.

Nettie goes to Africa with a missionary couple and chooses her own direction to the

Olinka tribe. Her story is different from Celie’s. She takes us to another side in the world

which is full of stories about the life in the African tribes. Her experience is an educational

journey through which she learns many things. Nettie writes how the African lands were

taken over; how villagers pay to get water; and how Olinka girls are denied education. She

encounters similar issues of violence; yet, she is always aware and intelligent to confront

all the difficulties and tries with Samuel and Corrine to accomplish her mission.

Nettie and Samuel get married after the latter’s wife died. They become more interested

in their work as they discover that oppression is not only practiced on black women but

also on the Olinka’s lands which were eventually colonized by the English land owners.

Together, they represent the ideal couple as they work for common goals. Nettie finds her

lover and partner and enjoys her spiritual relationship with god.

Celie’s relationship with Sofia is considered as a remarkable transition in Celie’s

personal development. She gives her a huge courage to change herself and she brings about

a new perspective to Celie towards her situation as an oppressed woman. Sofia represents

an example of a strong and a courageous woman and always constitutes a reminder to

Celie. She urges her to resist through her attitudes and her confidence. Sofia is able to
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leave her husband and to never accept her marginal position. She protests against sexual

and racial exploitation when she refuses to serve the mayor’s wife. Despite all the

hardships she remains that powerful woman who has the ability to take charge of her life.

Sofia makes Celie assimilate that women can be strong and courageous. She becomes a

good model for Celie “she got a litle pot on her now and give the feeling she all there.

Solid”(36). Their experience brings them close as friends. They help each other to

overcome submission.

As Nettie and Sofia succeed in liberating themselves from the bondage of male

domination and subjugation, they play a major role in Celie’s personal growth thus; they

provide her with the basic grounds to emancipate herself. Celie then goes gradually in her

physical and psychological personal development with the help of Shug Avery, a beautiful

glamour- ace, and confident women who impress Celie with her beauty. Celie insists that

“Shug Avery a women. The most beautiful women I ever saw”(7). As Celie nurses Shug to

health, Shug, in return, bring the outside world to Celie and broadens her horizons. The

common suffering that ties them together as women constitutes an immediate motif that

forges a strong bond of friendship between them. Shug Avery is considered as a turning

point in Celie’s process of emancipation.

Shug represents a model of a mother and a friend to Celie. She facilitates her journey

toward survival and provides her with the tools to confront and challenge the stereotypical

myths about female self- definition. Shug tries to protect Celie from Mr. Albert’s

brutality asserting that “us sit like that for may be half a hour. Then she kiss me on the

fleshy part of my shoulders and stand. Up. I wan’t leave, she say, until I know Albert wan’t

even think about beating you” (79) . She teaches her a new language and a new perspective

that enable her to see herself in a different way. She anchors her consciousness and
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confidence and pushes Celie to start realizing herself internally. Shug shows Celie that she

deserves to be loved and respected just if she can achieve love and respect to herself. She

urges her to gain control over her body. As Celie has suffered from repeated rape, she has

no control over herself and no desire to know her body. The only thing she knows is that

she is ugly and up for nothing. Nevertheless, thanks to the help and the encouragement of

Shug, Celie starts looking at her body and reaches her orgasm for the first time. Facing the

mirror, Shug urges her to “take this mirror and go look at you self doun ther, Ibet you

never seen it, have you?”(79). The mirroring with Shug plays an important factor in

regaining the control over her body; it is a basic and fundamental stage in Celie’s

mechanism of emancipation and the ability to assert her sense of self. According to Jaque

lacan’s model of the formulation of the self, intialy boys and girls are believed to identify

themselves with the mother. From three to four years old, they identify themselves with the

same sex. The mother, then, becomes for a girl an object of desire within the unconscious

mind. The subject becomes aware of itself by identification with another person. Celie,

through her relationship with shug, comes to discover herself when she sees the body of

Shug whom she wishes to be like.

After discovering her sexual orgasm Celie makes a tremendous achievement towards a

complete survival when she involves herself in a sexual relationship with Shug Avery.

Celie has never enjoyed her sexuality though she gave birth to two children. She has never

experienced sexual pleasure because she is always obliged to succumb to male sexual

desires. She describes her relationship with Mr. Albert revealing that “He never know the

difference. Never ast me how I feel, nothing. Just do his buisness, get off, go to sleep”

(81).
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Through this lesbian relationship, Celie feels that she does something that she loves for

the first time. She becomes aware of her sexuality as she“moves from a perception of her

“self” as a sexual object to an understanding and an appreciation of herself as a sexual

subject” (Smith10). The fact of being loved by someone  and finding guidance, protection

and peace urges Celie to make a step to free herself from inner fears, to reach self esteem

and to begin a new life. She acknowledges that her life “stop when I left home, I think. But

then it stop with M.r . ??? May be, but start up again ith Shug” (85).

Celie has gone through many changes in her life as her relationship with god and her

spiritual faith have been changed too. The initial letters reveal a great spirituality in her

life. She is extremely dependent on God and always obedient to Him because she believes

that God is the only one who can help her to survive. When her father abused her, she

becomes obliged to keep silent because God in the bible said that people must “honor

father and mother no matter what”(43). Her unspoken suffering and the continued misery

she is subjected to push her to rethink about her attitudes towards God in whom she used to

have so much faith. For her, God does nothing to help her; He is responsible for her

suffering and seems to act as a white man who represents a patriarchal supremacy. She

imagines Him as “big and old and tall and gray beared and white” (201). The perception of

God as a white man leads to Celie’s disbelief about God: “what god do for me ? I ask He

give me a lynched daddy, a crazy mama, a lawdoun dog of step pa. Sister I probably wan’t

ever see again. Any how, I say, the God I been pray and write to is a men. And act just like

all the other mens I know triffling, forgetful and lawdawn”(199). Then, she stops writing to

Him. Instead, she decides to address Nettie in her letters. As Celie achieves psychological

survival through her relationship with Shug Avery, she is also in need of spiritual

liberation to progress in her process of emancipation.
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Celie and Shug make a discussion about God. Celie has only a traditional

conceptualization about God which represents the church doctrines that privileges the

spiritual over the body desires, but Shug, as Marlon Rachquel Moore denotes, is a symbol

of blues singer evangelists. She refuses this conceptualization and builds her own theology

that is based on the notion that spirituality and sexuality cannot be separated. She is

conformable with her spirit as with her sexuality and this is what leads to herself

expression and independence (83). She insists on the idea that:

God is inside you and inside evrey body else. You come into The world
with God. But only them that search for it inside Find it. And some tims it
just manifest it self even if you not Looking, or don’t know what you
looking for. Trouble.I believe God is every thing, say shug. (22)

By this definition, Shug gives Celie a new understanding about God and that God is inside

everything and everyone and is not “he” or “she”; God is rather “it”. Shug makes Celie

then realize that God exists in the physical world and pushes her to break her idea that God

is patriarch. She urges her to love nature, to enjoy her life and sexuality in order to liberate

herself.

Celie at this stage is able to affirm an important aspect of herself as she liberates herself

spiritually and becomes finally capable to raise her voice to speak about her traumatic

experience and the fact that she has been raped by her step father and consequently she

gives birth to tow children whom they were taken away from her. Denouncing her pain to

Shug is a crucial step for Celie to break her silence, to release her pressure and to liberate

her. Facing her past in spite of the hardships constitute for Celie a way to make

reconciliation with the past to look for the future and thereby achieve progress.

Celie tells Shug about her rape when she and Shug discover the first letter send by

Nettie and the fact that she has been writing letters to Celie for years. Mr. Albert is
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responsible for hiding those letters and due to his interference the two sisters never get an

answer from each other. As a result, a constant fear accompanies Celie and Nettie

throughout their lives. It is Shug again who gives hand to Celie and guides her to figure out

the place where Albert hides Nettie’s mails. The story turns again and takes another shape

when Celie discovers that her sister is still alive as well as her children. This manifests in

the first letters sent by Nettie: “One thing I want you to know, I love you, and Im not dead.

And olivia is fine and so is your son”(122).

Through her missionary mission to Africa with the reverend family, Nettie discovers

that Olivia and Adam are adopted children by Samuel and Corrine and are Celie’s children.

She also learns that the person she and Celie have known as their real father is not and that

he had married their widowed mother after their real father. Knowing these facts is so

important for Celie. She is extremely happy that the two children she had lost and her

lovely sister are still alive and they perceive a good education. Nettie’s letters give Celie a

kind of awareness about herself and give her a new hope. They are so important because

they lead to Celie’s spiritual conscience and provide her with a new perception about god.

When Nettie tells Celie that god is not white rather is black just like her as is mentioned in

the bible when Jesus said that god is not white and that “Jesus christ had hair like lambo’s

wool” (141). She also says that the first human being created in the world is not white but

black.

The new understanding about god awakens Celis’s spiritual relationship with god

through which she gets rid of the traditional thinking that god is white and is a symbol of

patriarchal soul. Nettie’s new image of god strengthens Celie. With the help of Shug Avery

Celie finally achieves spiritual liberation. She eventually regains control over herself and

possesses inner peace and strength. She addresses the world happily: “dear God. Dear
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stars, dear trees, dear sky, dear peoples. Dear every thing, Dear god”(292) . Her spiritual

and emotional survival leads her to be able to react and speak. When she confronts Mr

Albert for the first time she stands up in his face as he wants to beat her. Celie threatens

him with a knife and never lets him hurt her. The fact that he was responsible on breaking

any potential dialogue between the sisters provokes Celie’s anger so that she decides to

abandon him and goes to live in Memphis with Shug Avery. Mr. Albert’s attitudes at this

moment towards Celie’s decision reveal a great sense of underestimation about the

woman’s ability to realize herself and as a way to shutter her confidence. He asked her

to “look at you, you black you pore you ugly you a women goddman he say you nothing at

all”. At this stage, Celie is able to claim her voice and have more positive attitudes towards

herself. Celie’s self confidence is clear when she tells Mr. Albert that he is “a low doun

dog is what’s wrong, I say.  It’s time to leave you and enter into the creation” (207).  Her

spiritual and physical liberation open the ways for her to liberate herself and to be strong

and independent.

Life in Memphis with Shug Avery is a new life for Celie. Regaining spiritual and

emotional freedom cannot be accomplished without economic one. Celie accepts Shug’s

advice and decides to start her own business. Celie has no formal education, yet she is

attentive in sewing pants. Celie, then, opens her company and earns money through

making folk pants. Sofia and Shug never hesitate to help Celie in her work. Their

sisterhood and encouragement enhances Celie’s confidence, hence, she realizes her

capacity and trusts herself and her artistic creativity.  Upon Alphonso’s death Celie

discovers that the house in which she grew up now belongs to her. She moves to this house

where she continues her pants’ business. Eventually, she succeeds in fulfilling her total

independence and freeing herself spiritually, physically and economically.
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After regaining her identiy, Celie enjoys her life and turns to active and effective

women who have a position in the society and she is able to assert herself in their

community. She feels herself different even her dialect becomes different.  She succeeds in

knowing happiness and love: “ Im so happy. I got love. I got work, I got work, I got

money, friends and time”(222). She is happy because her success becomes an inspiration

to many other people around her. Mr. Albert changes his attitudes towards women and

turns his vision from a patriarch to someone who embraces women’s capabilities. Celie

and Mr Albert, then, become friends and share many things. Mr. Albert ultimately finds

peace within himself. The younger sister returns home with Samuel with Celie’s children.

Finally the family is reunited after many years in Celie’s house that is full of flowers and

colors.

Women characters in the novel become close friends. Their collective efforts enhance

their power to overcome oppression and gradually discover self definition. Their inner

spirit frees them and they become able to raise their voices and stand against injustice and

patriarchal orders. They have patience to bear hardships in their lives. Their spiritual faith

anchors their confidence and they gradually come to challenge their misfortune to be

transformed into successful and independent women, everyone in her own way. Nettie’s

education enables her to escape the world of domination to become a missionary. She

finally gets love and peace. Sofia, as a model of strong women, she remains always able to

take charge of her life far from male restrictions. Although, she  separates from Harpo

because of the latter’s attempt to dominate her, yet by the end of the novel Harpo and Sofia

make peace and accept each other. Mary Agens succeeds in defining herself and becomes a

singer. Although she is attacked by the church because of her life style, Shug Avery never

gives up and constitutes a symbol of compassionate and free spirited women. Celie goes

through many trials in her journey towards liberation but by the end she succeeds in
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obtaining independence she gains freedom spiritually and economically. Walker, in her

novel, portrays heroism in the life of women and their ability to survive and achieve self

determination. Women characters reach a great deal of self determination through the

notion of sisterhood which constitutes a source of support between women and a basic

element that enhances every woman’s realization of a radical transformation in her life.

Each woman, then, reaches satisfaction when every one of them liberates herself and

possesses her own body and soul to be satisfied with her life.

Walker’s The Color Purple is a novel which vividly depicts the lives of black women

and illustrates their suffering under sexism and racism. These redeeming systems have

undermined their existence over centuries. Yet, Walker, through her literary work, attempts

to demonstrate females’ journey towards heroism. She gives a path for all women to follow

in order to free themselves and regain their identity. Though the novel is a literary

imaginative work that was written in 1982, it constitutes a prediction and a projection of

the status of the African American women in the contemporary period. Black women have

risen above centuries of oppression after years of dealing with patriarchal orders and racist

society with its brutal practices. The black woman today is the example of the most

successful women in different fields; she is one of the richest and most powerful people.

Perhaps their dark past is among the major motifs that have propelled blacks, and black

women with special emphasis, to raise their voices and realize themselves as integrate and

influential members in the American community. Nowadays, black women’s status is

shifting. They are leading members of big business cooperations and media organizations.

They also hold important military and governmental positions. They have achieved success

in different domains such as sport, music journalism, science…etc. Black women have

become an example of courage and a source of inspiration and idealism for many others.
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They have made significant contributions to their country as African Americans. Black

women have achieved a radical change in their lives and have shown incredible strength to

break the myths attributed to them.

As it is clearly apparent is that Walker through her epistolory novel. She in not only

attempts to picture the issues facing women in the rural south, but she seeks to empower

them and provide them with the basic tools to break free fom the redeeming systems levled

upon them, she suggest a path for all women to follow in order to liberate themseves from

oppression and raising their voices agaisnt subjugation and discrimination.Walker illustrats

a very good image of sisterhood between female characters, their coolective efforts as the

act of writing play key elements that help women characters to survive and achieve

spiritual, physical, and economic freedom.
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Conclusion

The Color Purple as an epistolary novel and a womanist text is a wonderful story

which portrays the personal development and empowerment of black women from

subjugation to self realization. Alice walker as a womanist writer seeks through her literary

works to embrace black womanism and to represent herself as advocates of black women

as an oppressed minority. While African American men and women have been oppressed

because of race and class, black women have been doubly victimized as black and female.

This exclusion and marginalization constitute major motifs that propel walker to devote her

to work for the cause of black women and being committed to social change and process.

In The color purple walker picture the issues and crisis pertaining to lives of black

women. She projects her female characters as victims of oppression under severe

patriarchal norms and redeeming racist stereotypes that impose on them. The novel is not

only a depiction or representation of black women as silenced and oppressed segments of

the community it also demonstrate their quest paradigm and their journey to reclaim their

identity and regain their individually .

Walker renders heroism to lives of black women and believes on their ability to survive

and emancipate if they fight the social and cultural convention. fighting back and stand

against oppression and unfair practices is notion that walker always emphasis on in her

literary works through which she attempts create space for black women and provide

them with solution or baths in order to follow to survive.
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The novel is centered on female characters that succeed in changing their lives from

oppressed women who subjected to discrimination because of gender and race biases to

accomplished women who fulfill self realization and achieve liberation. Their patience and

courage give them the power to emancipate and struggle against violance in all its forms.

Celie as the protagonist of this novel is considered a best example of women who suffer

from severe forms of oppression. Yet she never give up and become a source of inspiration

of all women who impress theme with her strength and inner spirit that because she

succeed in changing her situation from a victim to an independent and autonomous

women.

The great spirit of sister hood and friend ship as an integral parts in the womanist

concept of Alice walker considered among these strategies that walker suggest for women

to liberate themselves .the bondage of sister hood between female characters considered an

immediate motivation  that push them to confront all the challenges. Female characters

show a good image of sisterhood they build their own community without the interference

of man. Nettie, Shug and Sofia help Celie through her journey to reclaim her identity they

help her to break free from the evil of patriarchal norms and liberate herself.

Nettie the younger sister and the source of hope for Celie constitute a teacher for Celie

who provide with the necessary tools and basic knowledge to stained against oppression.

Sofia from another side considered a great model for Celie of courageous and powerful

women, she awakens Celie about the fact that women can be independent just if they fight

and resist male domination. Shug Avery a free spirited women her existence in celie’s life

considered a turning point ; Shug play a significant role in helping Celie to examine her

identity , discover and accept her body as her spirit. The new concept of God that Shug

initiate bring about a great change to Celie to renewed her spiritual relationship with god
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and complete her way toward survival and thereby achieving spiritual, economic and

physical freedom.

The act of writing letters is another key element that is very helpful for Celie to assert

herself even if just in world of letters that she is the one who is responsible for. The notion

of writing letters is away for Celie to affirm herself and to express her inner pain. It

considered a kind of therapy that allows Celie to break her silence and denounce her

situation and to be aware about it.

Therefore Celie is able to free herself from male domination through female sisterhood

and the act of writing which are basic motifs for her to free herself physically, spiritually

and economically. She succeeds to transform herself as the other women from passive girl

to authentic women.

Female characters finally succeed in liberating themselves from the evils of racism and

sexism. This triumph reveals walker’s attention from writing this novel which is her great

desire to demonstrate her characters as victorious and autonomous individuals who stand

up against oppression by their own effort and inner spirit. Through her womenist doctrine

Walker bring about a new perspective of looking at black women situation. She portrys a

woderful journey of black women toword survival.
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ملخص

حیث أن الكثیر من الكتاب ناقشوا  ھتھ . فروامریكیات أسال الكثیر من الحبر في العقود القلیلة الماضیةشكل النساء األم

ة فروامریكي عالجت وضعیألولكر باعتبارھا واحده من أھم الكاتبات في األدب االیس. ةالمشكلة في كتاباتھم االدبی

من خالل سعیھم للحصول علي تعریف الذات . The color purpleفي روایتھائیةالنساء السود بطریقھ استثنا

النساء ةلحیاةواقعیالروایة ھي صوره . ةالتي تسعي إلى وضعھم في خانھ ھامشیةو ثقافیةتصادموا  مع نماذج اجتماعی

للقمع االجتماعي ةري من مجرد كائنات معرضدالبطالت ھن نساء خضعن لتغییر ج. السود على أنھم ضحایا مزدوجین

لتمییز علي  أساس الجنس و لوبتالي تھدف ھده الدراسة لتحلیل اآلثار السلبیة  . إلى نساء محررات عاطفیا و جسدیا

التحلیل النفسیة فالروایة تحلل مسار التحرر الذي اتبعتھ المراه ةا علي نضریاعتماد. العنصریة علي روح االنثي

كاتبھ كالیس ولكر اقترحت منھجا . ھویاتھم بالرغم من اللغط حول  ثقافة السودةالسوداء و تصور قدرتھم على استعاد

كل مصادر أساسیھ لنجاح  والتحرر و اإلبداع الفني التي تشةلجمیع النساء لسلكھ إلثبات وجودھم ودلك من خالل  االخو

.         الروحي و المادي
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